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CAIPO AUTOMAZIONE INDUSTRIALE SRL SU

Province:

Biella

Web site:

www.pintercaipo.com

Sectors:

Textile machineries, Spinning

Company activity:

The Company CAIPO AUTOMAZIONE
INDUSTRIALE S.R.L. has a long experience in the
textile machinery sector, since established in 1963
and located in the district of Biella. Its activity has
evolved over the years and from the production of
pneumatic devices has passed to the design and
production of devices for the automation of textile
machinery and to the present design and production
of machinery and systems for the production of fancy
yarns with slubs, with the insertion of colors and
elastic. All devices can be applied either on
machinery of new construction or on machinery that
are already working. All the machines and devices
are designed and produced internally in the factory
and are certified by hard proofs and tests. Strengths
of the Company are the continuous researches and
innovation of the products and the strong vocation to
the exports that by this time exceed 90% of its
turnover. The technical staff dedicated to the
evolution of the products and to the research of new
lines, is composed of mechanical engineers,
electronic engineers and information technologists.
The internationalization, now principally extraeuropean, has been consolidated thanks to the
widespread distribution of agents and to a jointventure with a textile machinery manufacturer in
India. The main markets served are: India, Pakistan,
Korea, Bangladesh, Turkey, China, Brazil and
Mexico.

Turnover:

5.222.000,00 €

N. of employees:

22

Contact languages:

English , French, Spanish

For information:

Marilena Bolli marilena.bolli@caipo.com - 015703722

The company is active in the following projects:
Piemonte Textile Excellence
Piemonte Agency Scpa
Corso Regio Parco 27 - 10152 Torino
Team Textile Excellence
Tel. +39 011 6700.576/575 - Fax +39 011 6965456
Email: textile@centroestero.org
www.centroestero.org
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